ABSTRACT The monitoring of electrocardiography (ECG) in ambulatory conditions is an important task for achieving success in remote healthcare monitoring. In this paper, Kalman-based adaptive artifact cancellation structures, which are the hybrid versions of least-mean-square (LMS) algorithm variants, are proposed for the high-resolution enhancement of an ECG signal. The main advantage of the Kalman-based adaptive filter structure lies in the extraction of the ECG signal at a low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). This property helps the Kalman noise canceller (KNC) to achieve greater monitoring accuracy. The hybrid version of this Kalman algorithm makes the noise canceller independent of the step-size parameter, whereas the performance of conventional adaptive filters depends on the step-size parameter. In the proposed KNCs, we use discrete wavelet transform to generate a reference component from the contaminated ECG signal itself. In addition to these constraints, in remote health care monitoring, it is necessary to lower the computational burden and increase the convergence rate of the noise canceller. In a practical remote health care monitoring system if the computational burden of the signal conditioning unit is more, then it takes a much greater amount of time to process samples in the filter. This leads to waiting of incoming samples at the input port of the filter. This causes overlapping of samples at the input port and causes ambiguity in the diagnosis process. To achieve the feature of low computational complexity, we combine Kalman-based LMS (KLMS) with sign algorithms. In addition, data normalization is introduced to improve convergence characteristics. Finally, to test the performance of the proposed implementations, real ECG signals from the MIT-BIH database is used. The measured parameters, namely, SNR, excess mean square error, and mis-adjustment are calculated in the enhancement process to judge the ability of various algorithms. Experimental results confirm that the proposed Kalman-based adaptive algorithms are better than the LMS-based algorithms. Among the implemented techniques sign regressor-based KNC performs better in terms of various considered measures.
I. INTRODUCTION
This storage modern day healthcare and advancements in technology is able to reach and service a large group of people in all parts of the world where conventional health care systems face limitations. Advanced technologies are increasingly needed to meet the challenges posed by increased health issues. One of the most commonly known problems is heart health. With the diversities in lifestyles across the globe, this problem matters. In the WHO's report on non-communicable diseases, it was reported that approximately 33% of people face heart problems [1] . However, it is possible to identify cardiac health via analysis. Arrhythmia, which is indicative of heart problems, can be identified by analyzing ECG signals. It is done by monitoring the signal morphology over a time period. The components P, Q, R, S and T are the elements that are observed in an ECG signal, and these elements help in identifying the arrhythmia. However, the ECG signal can be severely affected by noise during extraction and transmission. Noise affects the shape and amplitude of the elements of ECG signals. As a result, identifying the arrhythmia when the ECG signal is masked by physiological and non-physiological artifacts and channel noise is an important task in health care technology. Therefore, filtering is needed to eliminate artifacts and clutter to provide highresolution signals for accurate diagnosis. Several filtering approaches involving both adaptive and non-adaptive techniques have been reported in the literature. In [2] powerline interference cancellation based on various parameters, updating of a sine wave according to the least-mean-squares (LMS) algorithm is described. In [3] S-median thresholding technique is proposed for denoising the ECG signals. A non-local wavelet transform for removal of additive white Gaussian noise in ECG signals is described in [4] . In [5] power-line noise cancellation technique is described based on a new discrete Fourier transform scheme. A less computational complexity algorithm for the fiducially point tracking from the electrocardiogram (ECG) is presented in [6] . Adaptive tunable notch filter algorithm is proposed in [7] for the suppression of power line noise and muscle noise from cardiac activity. An ECG enhancement technique based on Stock well transform is proposed in [8] . In [9] , data compression of multiplied electrocardiogram (MECG) using singular value decomposition in multi-resolution domain is proposed. In [10] fractal modeling and empirical mode decomposition methods are used for the cancellation of respiration artifact and power line noise from ECG signals. In [11] , a new method based spatially selective artifact removal method for fetal ECG extraction is proposed. In [12] novel fractional zero-phase enhancement method is proposed for cancellation of noise in ECG signals.
Because noise in an ECG is random in nature, it will be helpful to use filters that have an innate ability to adjust the coefficients automatically. Such filters result in optimum solutions with minimum residual error. The removal of noise helps to appropriately identify segments for the detection of arrhythmia and other abnormalities. Non-adaptive techniques include basic Fourier, DFT-based [5] , EMD-based [10] , and wavelet-based denoising. Adaptive techniques include Least Mean Squares (LMS), least squares, and adaptive wavelet filtering. Many researchers have contributed to improving processing accuracy by trying to minimize noise and artifacts with the help of sophisticated electrodes and filtering techniques for suppression, by implementing techniques for compression, and by segment identification. A new biotelemetry system for monitoring cardiac activity is presented in [17] . An entropy measure-based algorithm for the detection of complex features of cardiac signal is proposed in [18] which use the calculation of the time dependent entropy. In [19] low-power analog IC based telecardiology system is presented. In [13] the empirical-mode decomposition (EMD) based technique is proposed to separate the useful information about the ST-T complex from artifacts. In [14] a new compression method based on weighted diagnostic distortion is proposed. Time domain Block Least Mean Square (TDBLMS) algorithm is proposed in [15] for EEG signal enhancement. In [16] discrete wavelet transforms based adaptive filtering approach and artificial neural network is proposed for cancellation of noise in ECG signal. A large set of adaptive algorithms was presented to enhance ECG signals, of which the LMS algorithm [21] is familiar due to its simplicity. In [22] block based adaptive filter structures for enhancement of cardiac signal is presented which estimate the deterministic components of the cardiac signal and eliminate the noise component. In [23] sign based nonlinear adaptive artifact elimination method is presented, and error nonlinearity-based adaptive filters are proposed, which is superior with reference to computational burden. The results obtained were quite encouraging for the use of the LMS algorithm in real-time applications. However, a serious drawback of LMS is slow convergence and its unstable nature. The recursive least squares (RLS) present a substantial computational burden [34] . Adaptive wavelet filtering decomposes the signal to perform enhancement [36] , which in turn increases the computational complexity of the signal enhancement process. Slow convergence can be accelerated by data normalization and variable step size. In [24] a new adaptive algorithm is derived by the Euclidean norm of the tap-input. Bias compensated normalized least-meansquare (BC-NLMS) algorithm is proposed in [25] for noisy inputs which is based on the estimated input noise variance in the elimination process of the bias caused by noisy inputs. In [26] a variable step-size adaptive filter is proposed by correlation matrix analysis. Normalization helps to reduce the biased form of estimation by incorporating the squared vector of the signal. As a result, convergence and stability are accelerated. However, the normalized version alone still suffers from instability as it depends on noise.
In such a scenario, a Kalman filter is the best form of linear estimation technique. It involves estimating the state of the system, comparing it with actual measurements, finding the error and updating the coefficients. In this process, uncertainties exist. The noise signal statistics are fed as input; appropriate noise statistics reduce the estimation error. However, in real-time scenarios, feeding the system with the actual statistics beforehand may not be possible. As a result, initial errors are large as iterations are going on error reduces. The Kalman filter works better when the noise covariance is known. Provided with the appropriate initial conditions, the Kalman filter reaches the solution quickly, and it is immune to noise. Therefore, the drawbacks of the conventional LMS algorithm are suppressed by combining the data normalized by the LMS and the Kalman filter. This framework is presented in [27] , and the resulting algorithm is the Kalman LMS (KLMS) algorithm. The KLMS algorithm assumes the LMS as a noisy observation system and tries to update the coefficients. Here, the Kalman state vector is a counterpart to the weight vector of the LMS algorithm. This process produces the advantages of reduced EMSE and increased filtering capability. The combination of Kalman and data-normalized LMS results in a better noise canceller, called the Kalman Noise Canceller (KNC), for ECG signal enhancement. The hybrid version of KNC is independent of VOLUME 6, 2018 step size [27] . This combination achieves good convergence, better filtering capability and sufficient stability in operation. On the other hand, in the artifact removal process, a reference signal is required. In a practical scenario, it is always not possible to give the exact reference signal. This causes ambiguity and degrades the high resolution of filtered signal. Hence, in our proposed KNCs, we generate the reference signal from the contaminated ECG signal itself by using DWT decomposition. In this way the proposed implementations become reference free realizations.
However, in real-time applications, such as remote health care monitoring systems, the computational complexity of the adaptive noise canceller (ANC) is an important factor. It plays a vital role in the implementation of a lab on a chip (LOC), a system on a chip (SOC), wearable devices and VLSI architectures for health care systems. The importance of biomedical signal analysis and processing in remote health care monitoring is elaborated in [39] and [40] . The computational complexity of KLMS can be minimized by combining it with simplified algorithms [23] . By combining KLMS with simplified sign-based algorithms, the resulting algorithms have lower computational complexity for the computation of weight update recursion. The three sign-based simplified algorithms greatly reduce the computational complexity of the weight update recursion of the corresponding technique. The sign regressor algorithm needs only one multiplication; the number of multiplications in this algorithm is independent of filter length [33] . This feature is very important in realtime implementations. This result minimizes computational complexity, which leads to the avoidance of inter-symbol interference at the input of the filter. We combine three familiar simplified algorithms with KLMS, resulting in the Kalman sign regressor LMS (KSRLMS), Kalman sign LMS (KSLMS) and Kalman sign sign LMS (KSSLMS) algorithms. The data normalization involved in KLMS causes the number of multiplications to be equal to the length of the filter in the denominator of normalization factor. This can be avoided by using the maximum data value of the data vector for the normalization operation. As a result, only one multiplication is needed in the denominator. We applied this strategy to KLMS and its sign variants. This results in the maximum normalized KLMS (MKLMS), maximum normalized Kalman sign regressor LMS (MKSRLMS), maximum normalized Kalman sign LMS (MKSLMS) and maximum normalized Kalman sign sign LMS (MKSSLMS) algorithms. Using these algorithms, we develop various KNCs, and performance analysis is conducted. For standardization, we also implement an LMS-based ANC for comparison. These implementations are tested on real cardiac activity components taken from the MIT-BIH arrhythmia database [29] - [32] .
II. KALMAN BASED HYBRID ADAPTIVE NOISE CANCELLERS IN ARTIFACT CANCELLATION
Artifacts in a biomedical signal are mainly classified as two types. One is physiological noise and the other is non-physiological noise. Baseline Wander (BW) (0.5-Hz sinusoidal signal) and Muscle Artifact (MA) (5-500Hz) is physiological noises, whereas Power Line Interference (PLI) (60-Hz sinusoidal signal) and Electrode Motion (EM) (1-10Hz) is non-physiological noises [37] . The major aim is to remove these artifacts and thus eliminate the channel noise. To eliminate these artifacts, adaptive filtering is a promising technique. This is because of the ability of an adaptive filter to vary its tap weights depending on the acquired physiological signal characteristics. The basic filter used in the development of an adaptive filter is an FIR filter associated with an adaptive algorithm. The adaptive algorithm has the innate ability to change the filter coefficients automatically based on the feedback component taken from the output of the filter. A typical framework of ECG enhancement based on the LMS algorithm is presented in [28] . However, the major drawback of a typical adaptive noise canceller is the prior information about the noise is needed in the form of a reference signal. In practical situations it is difficult to predict the exact nature of the artifact contained in the ECG signal. To overcome this problem a wavelet-based decomposition is employed to generate the reference signal from the contaminated ECG signal. DWT decomposition-based reference signal generation implemented based on the framework presented in [36] .
In our work we developed novel noise cancellers to eliminate artifacts from ECG signals and facilitates high resolution signals to the doctor for diagnosis. In our work we are using a Kalman algorithm in the development of proposed Kalman Noise Canceller (KNC) because by combining Kalman algorithm the adaptive algorithm becomes independent of step size. Whereas, the conventional adaptive algorithms are dependent on step size [27] . By using a normalized algorithm in the proposed KNC, SNR could be significantly improved [23] , [34] , and [35] . Again, by combining sign algorithms the computational complexity of the proposed KNC significantly reduced [33] . In this manner the hybrid realization of proposed KNC is well suited for remote health care monitoring systems.
Let us consider the adaptive filter shown in Figure 1 . Let 'x' be a noisy ECG signal, i.e., x = ecg + a + c, where 'ecg' is the actual cardiac activity representation, 'a' is the artifact contaminate cardiac activity, 'c' is the channel noise, r is reference signal generated by DWT based decomposition of a noisy ECG signal, c is the channel noise during transmission, V is the coefficient matrix, and M is the filter length. Our goal is to minimize the noise in the contaminated ECG signal by training a reference signal. The generated reference signal in the decomposition process is correlated with the actual artifact component presented in the recorded cardiac component. By following the same framework presented in [28] , we develop ANC by combining the Kalman and data normalized LMS algorithms. The output of the filter for the given input will be rV T . The error can be taken as, e = x − rV T . By minimizing the error, the output will become noisefree. Initially, we consider an LMS weight update recursion. The update equation for the LMS filter is given as,
where µ is the step size (in our simulations, µ is taken as 0.01), V n+1 is the filter weight coefficient of the next iteration, V n is the present weight coefficient. As mentioned earlier, the LMS algorithm has poor convergence and stability. Hence, to improve these qualities, data normalization is applied. This makes the step size a variable rather than a constant and increases the convergence and filtering capability. This modified algorithm is called the normalized LMS (NLMS) algorithm.
The weight update recursion after data normalization can be written as follows: -
where δ is a constant; this avoids filter, coefficients becoming indefinite when the data value becomes zero. Here, the square term in the denominator will minimize the impact of the signal power of the filter response. However, as stated in [24] , the signal is not immune to noise. This is one of the drawbacks of the NLMS algorithm. Another drawback associated with this is the weight drift problem [25] . The Kalman filter (KF) is a better linear estimator. By giving the correct initial values, the Kalman filter is able to predict and correct the coefficients, reducing the residual noise in the enhancement process. The major concern in Kalman is that the process should be linear and noise should follow the Gaussian statistics.
The equations that govern the Kalman filtering are, 
where, σ 2 w denotes the variance of coefficients and q v(n) denotes the variance of the measured noise and is the difference between the filter output and noisy input signal. Here, we calculate the second term of denominator as a separate function. The key feature of KLMS is that it is independent of the step size parameter, whereas the step size is a key parameter in conventional adaptive noise cancellers.
Computational complexity is another important factor that has to be considered, along with filtering capability, convergence speed and stability. If the mathematical complexity of the algorithm is huge, overlapping of data in the input of the filter occurs. This key feature must be considered while designing the filtering unit of a health care system to overcome the problem of data overlapping and ambiguities in diagnosis. Computational complexity can be minimized using familiar simplified algorithms. These algorithms apply a signum function to the data vector or error or both. This results in the Sign Regressor Algorithm (SRA), Sign Algorithm (SA) and Sign Sign Algorithm (SSA). The advantage of SRA is that it requires only one multiplication in computing the new weight coefficient. In addition, in SRA, the number of multiplications is independent of the filter length. The signum helps to reduce the complexity of encoding the vector to be either zero or one. This will make the filter reach the steady state quickly.
The basic mathematical equation of the signum function is represented as,
By combining KLMS with SRA, SA and SSA, three signbased KLMS algorithms can be derived. These are KSRLMS, KSLMS and KSSLMS. The weight update recursions for these new algorithms are written as follows, respectively.
In the above three equations, the denominator contains r(n) 2 . This indicates that the data vector of dimension 1 × M is multiplied by its transverse matrix of dimension M×1. Thus, ''M'' multiplication and accumulation (MAC) operations need to be performed in the denominator of (7), (8) and (9). Furthermore, this can be minimized by performing the data normalization using the maximum value of the vector ''r'' rather than the entire vector. After applying this maximum data normalization operation, KLMS becomes a maximum data normalized KLMS (MKLMS). Its weight update recursion is written as,
Based on these Kalman-based algorithms, we develop various KNCs to eliminate artifacts from the ECG signals. The performance of these KNCs tests on real cardiac electrical activity components taken from the MIT-BIH database and performance metrics are compared. Figure 2 illustrates the flow of the ECG enhancement process using the KLMS algorithm. In our work we are concentrating on a novel signal processing technique which is suitable at the receiving end of a remote health care monitoring system (i.e., at hospital end) to eliminate all the artifacts and noises before the biomedical signals are presented to the doctor to facilitate high resolution signals.
III. COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY OF THE PROPOSED ALGORITHMS
The computational complexity of any signal conditioning technique is one of the important parameters in biomedical signal processing applications. As the computational complexity is large the data samples are delayed by an amount equal to the processing time of the technique. As a result, a large number of samples are gathered at the input port. This leads to aliasing of the data samples. Hence, in biotelemetry applications, computational complexity has to be minimized [24] . In the proposed KNCs, the hybrid versions of signum based algorithms are used for enhancing the contaminated signal. The computational complexity of these algorithms is shown in Table 1 . From the calculated number of computations, it is clear that among the algorithms MKSRLMS requires less number of multiplications. Hence, KNC based on this algorithm may be more useful in clinical remote health care monitoring systems. Due to clipping, a simple LMS combined with SRA needs only one multiplication. So, MKSRLMS requires only two multiplications to process the algorithm. In the case of MKSSLMS only single multiplications are sufficient. But, due to clipping the data vector and error the signal quality will be degraded. So, MKSSLMS could not be a better candidate in noise cancellation applications. Based on these considerations and number of computations for various algorithms, clipping mechanism, it is confirmed that MKSRLMS could be a better algorithm in noise cancellation applications in the context of health care monitoring scenario.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
To analyze the ability of the developed implementations, we performed several experiments to remove artifacts from the ECG signals. The enhancement experiments were repeated for 10 times, the averaged performance measures are recorded. The tap size of the adaptively driven FIR filter (M) is chosen as 10, and a Gaussian component of variance 0.001 is synthesized to resemble the free space propagation distortion. To prove the enhancement in the capability of developed KNCs, we consider the signal-to-noise ratio improvement (SNRI) in decibels (dBs.), EMSE, MSD and convergence characteristics as metrics. These values are tabulated to compare the performance. The convergence curves of the algorithms used in various KNCs are presented in Figure 3 . Combining sign algorithms with LMS results in Sign Regressor LMS (SRLMS), Sign LMS (SLMS) and Sign Sign LMS (SSLMS). The convergence characteristics of LMS and its sign-based variants confirm that SRLMS is slightly inferior to LMS convergence. However, SRLMS is computationally less complex. SRLMS needs only one multiplication irrespective of filter length. Thus, by comparing the fewer number of multiplications, the inferior convergence can be tolerated in SRLMS [33] , [34] . The data normalization involved in the signum function of SRLMS accelerates the convergence. Similarly, the sign regressor version of normalized LMS results in NSRLMS. This NSRLMS is also inferior in the convergence of the NLMS algorithm [35] . The combinational filter of NLMS and the Kalman filter (KLMS) converge better than the conventional data normalized algorithm [27] . Its sign regressor version (KSRLMS) is slightly inferior to KLMS with reduced computational complexity. Therefore, among the various algorithms, KSRLMS is found to have better convergence characteristics in the ECG enhancement process. VOLUME 6, 2018
TABLE 2. Comparison of signal to noise ratio improvement using various techniques in artifact elimination process (all values in DBS).
In our implementation, KLMS is a hybrid of the Kalman filter and the NLMS algorithm. NLMS converges faster than the LMS algorithm [34] . Therefore, the combination of the Kalman and NLMS algorithms results in faster convergence. In general, the NLMS algorithm is a Markov process. It has current-state information, but otherwise does not preserve the data from the past scenario. The Kalman filter uses the new measurement with all the tracked history that is packed in the previous estimate. Hence, the proposed Kalman-based NLMS algorithm uses the past and present information. In this manner, KLMS achieves a higher convergence rate than the NLMS algorithm [38] .
A. PLI REMOVAL USING HYBRID KALMAN NOISE CANCELLERS
In this section, we demonstrate the performance of the developed KNCs based on various Kalman-based adaptive noise cancellers to eliminate PLI. The contaminated cardiac activity with Gaussian component is fed at the input port of the KNC, as shown in Figure 1 . The signal obtained after DWT decomposing is fed as the artifact reference. The artifact removal process is performed by using the techniques elaborated in Section 2. For comparison, we also implement LMS-based ANC. The artifact removal processed is employed on the ten records. The property of SRA confirms that among the three signum based algorithms, SRA is less complex with reference to the multiplication operations needed. Hence, among the various hybrid algorithms in association with signum algorithms, SRA-based ANC / KNC is computationally less complex. This is one of the important performance measure parameters. For the performance VOLUME 6, 2018 evaluation, we calculated SNRI, EMSE, and MSD and are compared. These results are presented in Tables 2, 3 and 4. Figure 4 show the filtering results of PLI using various algorithms.
Additionally, Figure 5 illustrates the residual artifact remains in the cardiac signal component after processing by various artifact cancellation techniques. From Figure 5 , it is clear that KLMS, KSRLMS, MKLMS and MKSRLMS perform better than the other algorithms, as the residual noises after filtering using these algorithms are DC responses. Again, among these four algorithms, the performance is judged by comparing SNRI, EMSE and MSD. The simulation results of record 105 are shown in Figure 4 , Figure 5 , Figure 6 and Figure 12 show a comparison of various performance measure parameters during the PLI removal experiments. As shown in Tables 2, 3 and 4, among these algorithms, KLMS achieves the maximum SNRI of 35.4189 dBs., whereas its sign regressor version achieves 34.5607 dBs. with reduced multiplication operations.
Again, by reducing the number of multiplications in the denominator, MKLMS achieves 35.0864dBs; its sign regressor version achieves 33.5941dBs.
Therefore, by comparing these four algorithms, it is clear that MKSRLMS is better in the considered KNCs. MKSRLMS attempts to reduce the multiplication actions by an amount equal to the filter tap length in the denominator part of the normalization function, as well as in the weight update recursion. Considering the reduced number of FIGURE 4. PLI Enhancement results: a) ECG with PLI, b) enhancement using the LMS, c) enhancement using KLMS, d) enhancement using KSRLMS, e) enhancement using KSLMS, f) enhancement using KSSLMS, g) enhancement using MKLMS, h) enhancement using MKSRLMS, i) enhancement using MKSLMS, and j) enhancement using MKSSLMS. multiplications, the difference in SNRI between KLMS and MKSRLMS can be tolerated, which is only 1.8248 dB. The other versions of sign-based KNCs are worse than KLMS and its sign regressor version. The conventional LMS-based ANC only achieves an SNRI of 9.0063 dBs.
A similar type of behavior is observed among the KNCs / ANCs with reference to EMSE and MSD. The EMSE achieved by KLMS, KSRLMS, KSLMS, KSSLMS, MKLMS, MKSRLMS, MKSLMS, MKSSLMS and LMS FIGURE 6. BW Enhancement results: a) ECG with BW, b) enhancement using the LMS, c) enhancement using KLMS, d) enhancement using KSRLMS, e) enhancement using KSLMS, f) enhancement using KSSLMS, g) enhancement using MKLMS, h) enhancement using MKSRLMS, i) enhancement using MKSLMS, and j) enhancement using MKSSLMS. 
B. BW REMOVAL USING HYBRID KALMAN NOISE CANCELLERS
In this experiment, we attempted to eliminate BW from the ECG signals. Real ECG signals with BW are taken from the MIT-BIH sinus arrhythmia database and fed at the input port, as illustrated in Figure 1 . The component obtained after DWT decomposition is taken as the reference signal. Filtering experiments are performed on the considered database ten times, and average values are tabulated. The performance metrics SNRI, EMSE and MSD are tabulated in Tables 2, 3 and 4. Figure 6 show the filtering results of BW using various algorithms. Additionally, Figure 7 illustrates the remaining noise after enhancement process by various KNCs. From Figure 7 , it is clear that KLMS, KSRLMS, MKLMS and MKSRLMS perform better than the other algorithms, as the residual noise after filtering VOLUME 6, 2018 using these algorithms is lessened. Again, among these four algorithms, the performance is judged by comparing SNRI, EMSE and MSD. The simulation results of data105 are illustrated in Figure 6 , Figure 7 and Figure 12 illustrates various performance measure parameters during the BW removal experiments.
As tabulated in Tables 2, 3 and 4, among various algorithms, KLMS achieves the maximum SNRI of 11.8235 dBs., whereas its sign regressor version achieves 11.0115 dBs. with reduced multiplication operations. Again, by reducing the number of multiplications in the denominator, MKLMS achieves 11.4758 dBs.; its sign regressor version achieves 10.4885 dBs. Therefore, by comparing these four algorithms, it is clear that MKSRLMS is better in the considered KNCs. MKSRLMS attempts to reduce the number of multiplication actions by the tap length in the denominator part of the normalization function as well as in the weight update recursion. By considering the reduced number of multiplications, the difference in SNRI between KLMS and MKSRLMS can be tolerated, which is only 1.3350 dB. The other versions of sign-based KNCs perform worse than KLMS and its sign regressor version.
The ) enhancement using LMS, c) enhancement using KLMS, d) enhancement using KSRLMS, e) enhancement using KSLMS, f) enhancement using KSSLMS, g) enhancement using MKLMS, h) enhancement using MKSRLMS, i) enhancement using MKSLMS, and j) enhancement using MKSSLMS. 
C. MA REMOVAL USING HYBRID KALMAN NOISE CANCELLERS
In this experiment, we attempted to eliminate MA from the ECG signals. Real ECG signals with an MA are taken from the MIT-BIH sinus arrhythmia database and are given at the input port, as shown in Fig.1 .The reference muscle artifact component is generated using DWT decomposition of a contaminated ECG signal. Filtering experiments are performed on the considered database ten times, and the average values are tabulated. The performance metrics SNRI, EMSE and MSD are presented in Tables 2, 3 and 4. Figure 8 show the filtering results of MA using various algorithms. Additionally, Figure 9 illustrates the remaining noise component after enhancement process. From Figure 9 , it is clear that KLMS, KSRLMS, MKLMS and MKSRLMS perform better than the other algorithms, as the residual noise after filtering using these algorithms is lessened. Again, among these four algorithms, the performance is judged by comparing SNRI, EMSE and MSD. The simulation results of data105 are shown in Figure 8 , Figure 9 and Figure 12 shows a comparison of various performance measure parameters during MA removal experiments.
As tabulated in Tables 2, 3 and 4, among the algorithms, KLMS achieves the maximum SNRI of 11.5368 dBs., whereas its sign regressor version achieves 10.8812 dBs. with the reduced multiplication operations. Again, by reducing the number of multiplications in the denominator, MKLMS achieves 11.4919 dBs.; its sign regressor version achieves 10.5382 dBs. Therefore, by comparing these four algorithms, it is clear that MKSRLMS is better in the considered KNCs. MKSRLMS attempts to reduce the number of multiplication action equal to the tap length in the denominator part of the normalization function as well as in the weight update recursion. By considering the reduced number of multiplications, the difference in SNRI between KLMS and MKSRLMS can be tolerated, which is only 0.9986 dB. The other versions of sign-based KNCs perform worse than KLMS and its sign regressor version. The conventional LMS-based ANC achieves an SNRI of only 4.0008 dB.
A 10. EM Enhancement results: a) ECG with EM, b) enhancement using the LMS, c) enhancement using KLMS, d) enhancement using KSRLMS, e) enhancement using KSLMS, f) enhancement using KSSLMS, g) enhancement using MKLMS, h) enhancement using MKSRLMS, i) enhancement using MKSLMS, and j) enhancement using MKSSLMS. 
D. EM REMOVAL USING HYBRID KALMAN NOISE CANCELLERS
In this experiment, we attempted to eliminate EM from ECG signals. Real ECG signals with EM are taken from the MIT-BIH sinus arrhythmia database and are given at the input port, as shown in Fig.1 . The reference electrode motion artifact component is generated using DWT decomposition of a contaminated ECG signal. Filtering experiments are performed on the considered database ten times, and the average values are tabulated. The performance metrics SNRI, EMSE and MSD are tabulated in Tables 2, 3 and 4. Fig. 10 shows the filtering results of EM using various algorithms.
Additionally, Fig.11 illustrates the remaining noise component after enhancement due to various techniques. From  Fig.11 , it is clear that KLMS, KSRLMS, MKLMS and MKSRLMS perform better than the other algorithms, as the residual noise after filtering using these algorithms is lessened.
Again, among these four algorithms, the performance is judged by comparing SNRI, EMSE and MSD. The simulation results of data105 are shown in Fig. 10, Fig. 11 and Fig. 12 shows a comparison of various performance measure parameters during the EM removal experiments. As shown in Tables 2, 3 and 4, among the algorithms, KLMS achieves the maximum SNRI of 14.3462 dBs., whereas its sign regressor version achieves 13.5073 dBs. with the reduced multiplication operations. Again, by reducing the number of multiplications in the denominator, MKLMS achieves 13.1311 dBs.; its sign regressor version achieves 12.6402 dBs. Therefore, by comparing these four algorithms, it is clear that MKSRLMS is better in the considered KNCs. MKSRLMS attempts to reduce the multiplication operations by an amount equal to the tap size in the denominator part of normalization function as well as in the weight update recursion. By considering the reduced number of multiplications, the difference in SNRI between KLMS and MKSRLMS can be tolerated, which is only 1.7060 dB. The other versions of sign-based KNCs perform worse than KLMS and its sign regressor version.
The 
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we present novel noise cancellers for ECG signal enhancement based on the Kalman filter. This proposed methodology is a reference free implementation because of DWT based decomposing the contaminated signal and is independent of step size due to the hybrid version of Kalman algorithm. These two features make the proposed KNC as a novel implementation in the context of ECG enhancement. To achieve better performance, we apply data normalization and signum algorithms with the proposed hybrid algorithm. The resultant KLMS and its variants exhibit superior performance than the conventional LMS-based ANC. These performance measures are presented in Tables 2, 3 and 4. The developed KNCs are demonstrated on real ECG components obtained from the MIT-BIH database. In noise cancellation experiments, KLMS, KSRLMS, MKLMS and MKSRLMS performed better than the other sign algorithm combinations. By considering convergence, computational complexity, SNRI, EMSE and MSD, it is finally concluded that MKSRLMS is well suited for remote health care applications. The key factor that enables the use of this algorithm in realtime implementations is its lower computational complexity.
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